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Dear AIIA family, friends, and readers —
One of the most gifted Christian apologists in my lifetime,
Norman Geisler, Ph.D, died on July 1, 2019 — just days
after we had gone to press with our previous issue.
Dr. Geisler co-founded two seminaries and authored,
coauthored, or edited over 90 mostly apologeticsrelated books during his lifetime, including four of
my favorites: I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an
Atheist, When Skeptics Ask, Why I am a Christian,
and The Big Book of Bible Difficulties. I’d strongly
encourage you to read them all. The latter text provides simple understandable resolutions to Bible verses that may at first seem
difficult or troubling. I recently asked an Appalachian Trail hiker passing by the
Study Center whether he endorsed the Christian worldview. He said, “Well, I’m
a fan of the good parts!” After further conversation, I determined that this book
was just what he needed to read, and was happy to recommend it to him.
Geisler was a man who practiced his faith. Many years ago, at the conclusion
of a conference where he and I had each presented papers, Mary was pushing
my manual wheelchair through a large crowd toward the exit. My lap was
piled high with a briefcase and two boxes of AIIA material. Mary was doing
her best, but it was not easy. Suddenly Dr. Geisler, who didn’t even know us,
appeared out of nowhere, grabbed the chair, and pushed me right to the door!
On another occasion Mary and I arrived at an apologetics conference where
we were invited to display AIIA material. But when we arrived the space that
we were to use was already taken. Someone said, “Would you mind sharing
a table with Norman Geisler?” I said, “Well, let me think about that. No — I
wouldn’t mind at all!” So while people were waiting in line to meet him they
were stuck in front of our part of the table. Scores of folks signed up to receive
the Proclamation. Many are still reading along today — perhaps including you!
Dr. Geisler made good answers to tough questions available to everyone. But
he was also an apologist’s apologist. Over the years I have often personally
been fortified in my work by his work — and by his own steady solid reasonbased style. He is now with the Lord, but he has left a legacy that truly counts.
QUESTION OF THE MONTH. How does anyone know which religion is
true anymore? We encourage you to write out your own best answer to that
question before flipping this paper over and reading our response.

More evidence in defense and confirmation of the Christian faith!

SPECIAL NOTE! | DON’T MISS THESE ITEMS!
1. REASONABLE FAITH IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD. We encourage you
to attend this two-day apologetics conference in Worcester MA on October
11-12, 2019. This event is the result of the vision and perseverance of Tim
Peirce. For registration and more information, google the conference title.
2. DID YOU KNOW that the Proclamation archive on AIIA’s website, posted
under the Resources menu, is fully searchable and double-indexed?! You’ll
find over 28 years’ worth of articles all listed by both date and topic.
3. A NEWLY-REMODELED VACATION RENTAL (VRBO) apartment located just
a stone’s throw (literally!) from the Study Center is now open for booking. Why not plan a visit to freshly revitalized Monson, enjoy all that the area offers (moose, lakes, fishing, Winter activities, more), dine in town,
visit us, take in an AIIA event or peruse some of our resources. Contact us soon for details and referral info.
4. EVERENCE credit card users! You are now able to designate AIIA (Areopagus II America) for charitable points.
COMING SOON TO AIIA’S FAITH MATTERS! On September 7, 2019 our topic will be Relating the Gospel
to Those Caught in a Cult. On October 5 we hope to review a segment of RZIM’S Foundations of Apologetics
series entitled Truth & Reality. Speakers (on DVD) include Michael Ramsden, John Lennox, Amy Orr-Ewing,
Alister McGrath, and Ravi Zacharias. NOTE: AIIA’s complete 2019 schedule is posted on AIIA’s website at
AIIAInstitute.org — including details, dates, times, and topics of future Faith Matters events.
QUESTION OF THE MONTH How does anyone know which religion is true anymore?
ANSWER: Well, you’re on the right track simply by understanding that they can’t all be true.
But beyond that, consider this — Jesus Christ is the only founder of a major belief system to
have claimed deity (John 5:18, John 14:6) and furnished proof of that claim by being resurrected from the dead. Only His tomb is empty today. In his book The Jesus I Never Knew,
Philip Yancey says that "Jesus' audacious claims about Himself pose what may be the central problem of all history, the dividing point between Christianity and other religions." Also,
Christianity stands alone as the only major religion to espouse the doctrine of an infinite-personal God incarnated
in human form. Dr. Norman Geisler says: “So I cast my lot with him — not with the one who claimed wisdom,
Confucius; or the one who claimed enlightenment, Buddha; or with the one who claimed to be a prophet, Muhammad, but with the one who claimed to be God in human flesh. The one who declared: 'Before Abraham was
born, I AM'—- and proved it.” NOTE: Be sure to read our recently updated thoughtletter: “Who Knows What to
Believe Anymore?” for the true story of an unrehearsed exchange I once had with a neighbor lady on this subject.

WITMER FAMILY REPORT |

An album and diary of one family’s effort to anchor the business of life in the bedrock of truth.

Mary and I have three grown sons, each of whom are married with two sons and one
daughter of their own. In the previous two issues of this paper I have introduced
you to Andrew and Stephen and their families. This time I’m introducing you to
Timothy and his family. Tim & Amy live with their children — Malachi, Logan,
and Kaylee — in Linneus (near Houlton), Maine. Tim works as a Materials
Manager for the Louisiana Pacific company. He keeps his Maine Guide license
current and leads a few canoe river trips each year. Amy works as an Occupational Therapist in the greater Houlton area. They are active members at
County Road Baptist Church in New Limerick. Because they live just over
two hours from us they are able to visit every couple of months, and they
all always cheerfully pitch in to help us with our never-ending list of tasks.
Thanks to so many of you for praying and expressing concern about our
grandson John Wyatt at the time of his heart surgery and recovery in June.
He’s now doing great. Andrew wrote a reflective piece (available by link
via AIIA’s June 12th blog) about valuable insights gained from the ordeal.
The other day I got home from the Study Center and asked Mary, “Where’s
today’s newspaper?” She said, “Oh, I wrapped the garbage up in it and
threw it out.” I said, “But I hadn’t seen it yet.” She said, “Well, you didn’t
miss much — just some old coffee grounds and a few orange peels.”

